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On some embedding of recursively presented Lie algebras
E.Chibrikov
1 Introduction
In 1961 G.Higman [7] proved an important Embedding Theorem which states that every recursively
presented group can be embedded in a finitely presented group. Recall that a group (or an algebra) is
called recursively presented if it can be given by a finite set of generators and a recursively enumerable
set of defining relations. If a group (or an algebra) can be given by finite sets of generators and defining
relations it is called finitely presented. As a corollary to this theorem G.Higman proved the existence of
a universal finitely presented group containing every finitely presented group as a subgroup. In fact, its
finitely generated subgroups are exactly the finitely generated recursively presented groups.
In [2] V.Ya.Belyaev proved an analog of Higman’s theorem for associative algebras over a field which is
a finite extention of its simple subfield. The proof was based on his theorem stating that every recursively
presented associative algebra over a field as above can be embedded in a recursively presented associative
algebra with defining relations which are equalities of words of generators and α + β = γ, where α, β, γ
are generators. This result allowed Belyaev to apply V.Murskii analog of Higman’s theorem [10] for
semigroups to obtain a Higman embedding for associative algebras. In recent paper [1] Y.Bahturin and
A.Olshanskii showed that such embedding can be performed distortion-free. The idea of transition from
algebras to semigroups was also used by G.P.Kukin in [8] (see also [5]).
This paper appears as a byproduct of the author’s joint attemps with Prof. Y.Bahturin to prove Lie
algebra analog of Higman’s Theorem. In particular, Y.Bahturin suggested to prove that any recursively
presented Lie algebra can be embedded in a Lie algebra given by Lie relations of the type mentioned
above. In this paper we show that this is indeed true. Namely, every recursively presented Lie algebra
over a field which is a finite extention of its simple subfield can be embedded in a recursively presented
Lie algebra defined by relations which are equalities of (nonassociative) words of generators and α+β = γ
(α, β, γ are generators). To prove this embedding we use Grobner-Shirshov basis theory for Lie algebras.
A short review of this theory as well as some properties of Lyndon-Shirshov words including a new proof
of Kukin’s Lemma (see [5], Lemma 2.11.15) are given in the section 2. Note that an existence of Higman’s
embedding for Lie algebras is still an open problem (see [9]). It is worth to mention a result by L.A.Bokut
[3] that for every recursively enumerable set M of positive integers, the Lie algebra
LM = Lie < a, b, c | [ab
nc] = 0, n ∈M >,
where [abnc] = [[. . . [[ab]b] . . . b]c], can be embedded into a finitely presented Lie algebra.
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2 Some definitions and results
Let X = {xi|i ∈ I} be a linearly ordered set, k be a field and Liek(X) be the free Lie algebra over k
generated by X . Define 〈X〉 to be the free monoid of all associative words in X (including the empty
word 1). We use two linear orderings of 〈X〉:
(i) (lexicographical order) u < 1 for every nonempty word u, and, by induction, u < v if u = xiu
′,
v = xjv
′ and either xi < xj or xi = xj and u
′ < v′;
(ii) (deg-lex order) u ≺ v if |u| < |v|, or |u| = |v| and u < v, where |w| denotes the length of w.
We regard Liek(X) as the subspace of the free associative algebra k〈X〉 which is generated as an alge-
bra by X under the Lie bracketing [xy] = xy− yx. Given f ∈ k〈X〉, denote by f¯ the maximal associative
word of f under the ordering (ii); f is a monic if f = f¯ +
∑
αivi, where αi ∈ k, vi ∈ 〈X〉 and vi ≺ f¯ .
Definition 2.1 ([13], see also [15], [11]) An associative word w is an associative Lyndon–Shirshov word
if, for arbitrary nonempty u and v such that w = uv, we have w > vu.
We will use the following properties of associative Lyndon-Shirshov words (see [13], [15] [4], [5], [12]):
(1) if w is an associative Lyndon-Shirshov word, then an arbitrary proper prefix of w cannot be
a suffix of w;
(2) if w = uv is an associative Lyndon-Shirshov word, where u, v 6= 1, then w > v;
(3) if u, v are associative Lyndon-Shirshov words and u > v, then uv is also an associative
Lyndon-Shirshov word;
(4) an arbitrary associative word w can be uniquely represented as
w = c1c2 . . . cn,
where c1, . . . , cn are associative Lyndon-Shirshov words and c1 ≤ c2 ≤ . . . ≤ cn.
Definition 2.2 A nonassociative word [u] is a Lyndon-Shirshov word if
(1) u is an associative Lyndon-Shirshov word;
(2) if [u] = [[u1][u2]], then [u1] and [u2] are Lyndon-Shirshov words (from (1) it then follows that
u1 > u2);
(3) if [u] = [[[u11][u12]][u2]], then u12 ≤ u2.
Put [x] = x for x ∈ X and put by induction [w] = [[u][v]] for an associative Lyndon-Shirshov word
w, where v is the longest proper associative Lyndon-Shirshov end of w (then u is also an associative
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Lyndon-Shirshov word). Then [w] is a (nonassociative) Lyndon-Shirshov word. The main property of
[w] is
[w] = w.
It was shown in [13], [6] (see also [15] [5], [12]) that the set of all Lyndon-Shirshov words in the al-
phabet X forms a linear basis of Liek(X). This implies that if f ∈ Liek(X) then f¯ is an associative
Lyndon-Shirshov word.
Lemma (Shirshov [13], see also [15]) Suppose that w = aub, where w, u are associative Lyndon-
Shirshov words. Then a pair of related brackets in the nonassociative Lyndon-Shirshov word [w] is given
by [uc], i.e.
[w] = [a[uc]d],
where [uc] is a nonassociative Lyndon-Shirshov word and b = cd. Represent c in the form
c = c1c2 . . . ck,
where c1 ≤ c2 ≤ . . . ≤ ck are associative Lyndon-Shirshov words. Then replacing [uc] by [. . . [[u][c1]] . . . [ck]]
we obtain the word [w]u such that
[w]u = w.
The word [w]u is called the special bracketing or the special Shirshov bracketing of w relative to u.
We provide some additional information about bracketings in nonassociative Lyndon-Shirshov words.
Lemma 2.1 Take some associative word w represented as
w = c1c2 . . . cn,
where c1 ≤ c2 ≤ . . . ≤ cn are associative Lyndon-Shirshov words and an associative Lyndon-Shirshov
word v which is a subword of w. Then v is a subword (possibly not proper) of one of the words c1,
c2,. . .,cn.
Proof. Assume that v is not a subword of any of the words c1, . . . , cn. Then
v = c′′i ci+1 . . . c
′
t
for some 1 ≤ i < t ≤ n, where ci = c
′
ic
′′
i , ct = c
′
tc
′′
t and c
′′
i 6= 1, c
′
t 6= 1. It is possible that ci = c
′′
i and/or
ct = c
′
t. Since a proper prefix is bigger than the word v, we have v < c
′′
i and ct ≤ c
′
t. Property 2 of
associative Lyndon-Shirshov words implies that c′′i ≤ ci. Since ci ≤ . . . ≤ ct it follows that v < c
′
t, but
property 2 also yields v > c′t.
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Corollary 2.1 Suppose that w = aub, where w and u are associative Lyndon-Shirshov words. Then
a pair of related brackets in the nonassociative Lyndon-Shirshov word [w] is given by [uc], i.e.
[w] = [a[uc]d],
where [uc] is a nonassociative Lyndon-Shirshov word and b = cd. Represent c in the form
c = c1c2 . . . ck,
where c1 ≤ c2 ≤ . . . ≤ ck are associative Lyndon-Shirshov words. Then [uc] = [u[c1][c2] . . . [ck]], that is
[w] = [a[u[c1] . . . [ck]]d].
Proof. Shirshov’s Lemma implies that [w] = [a[uc]d], where b = cd (possibly c = 1). Represent
the word c as c = c1c2 . . . ck, where c1 ≤ c2 ≤ . . . ≤ ck are associative Lyndon-Shirshov words. Let us
consider the Lyndon-Shirshov word [uc] = [uc1c2 . . . ck]. By applying Shirshov’s Lemma and Lemma 2.1
to the words c1, c2,. . . ,ck we deduce that [uc] = [u[c1][c2] . . . [ck]].
The following Lemma is a generalization of the Shirshov Lemma and for the first time was noticed by
G.Kukin (see [5], Lemma 2.11.15). To prove this Lemma we use a different approach.
Lemma 2.2 (Kukin) Suppose that w = aubvd, where w, u, v are associative Lyndon-Shirshov words.
Then there is some bracketing
[w]u,v = [a[u]b[v]d]
in the word w such that
[w]u,v = w.
Proof. Shirshov’s Lemma implies that [w] = [a[uc]p], where [uc] is a nonassociative Lyndon-Shirshov
word and cp = bvd. If v is a subword of p, then [w] = [a[uc]q[vs]l] by the Shirshov Lemma, where [vs] is a
Lyndon-Shirshov word and p = qvsl. Write c = c1c2 . . . cn and s = s1s2 . . . sm, where c1 ≤ c2 ≤ . . . ≤ cn
and s1 ≤ s2 ≤ . . . ≤ sm are associative Lyndon-Shirshov words. Then we define
[w]u,v = [a [[u][c1] . . . [cn]] q [[v][s1] . . . [sm]] l],
where
[[u][c1] . . . [cn]] = [. . . [[u][c1]] . . . [cn]]
and
[[v][s1] . . . [sm]] = [. . . [[v][s1]] . . . [sm]]
are Shirshov’s special bracketings in the words uc and vs relative to u and v respectively (see Shirshov’s
Lemma). Therefore, we get
[w]u,v = w.
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Assume now that the word v is not a subword of p. Shirshov’s Lemma implies that [w] = [aub[vs]q],
where [vs] is a nonassociative Lyndon-Shirshov word and sq = d. Therefore, [vs] is a nonassociative
subword of [uc], hence v is a subword of c.
Represent the word c as c = c1c2 . . . cn, where c1 ≤ c2 ≤ . . . ≤ cn are associative Lyndon-Shirshov
words. By Lemma 2.1 we deduce that v is a subword of ct for some t. If v = ct, then we define
[w]u,v = [w]u = [a [[u] [c1] . . . [ct] . . . [cn]] p],
i.e. [w]u,v is the special bracketing in w relative to u. It is obvious that
[w]u,v = w.
Now, we suppose that v is a proper subword of ct. Corollary 2.1 gives us the equality:
[w] = [a [u [c1] . . . [ct] . . . [cn] ] p].
Consequently, vs is a subword of ct, that is ct = c
′
tvsc
′′
t for some c
′
t and c
′′
t . Write s = s1s2 . . . sm, where
s1 ≤ s2 ≤ . . . ≤ sm are associative Lyndon-Shirshov words. Then we define
[w]u,v = [a [[u] [c1] . . . [ct]v . . . [cn]] p],
where [ct]v = [c
′
t [[v][s1] . . . [sm]] c
′′
t ] is the Shirshov special bracketing in ct relative to v. The word [w]u,v
results from [[u] [c1] . . . [ct] . . . [cn]], which is the Shirshov special bracketing in uc1 . . . ct . . . cn relative to
u, by replacing [ct] by [ct]v. It is clear that
[w]u,v = w.
Remark 2.1 It is not difficult to see that Lemma 2.2 can be easily generalized to an arbitrary number
of associative Lyndon-Shirshov subwords of w.
Let f be a monic Lie polynomial such that f¯ = h is a subword of w, i.e. w = uf¯v. Denote by [ufv]f
the Lie polynomial obtained from [uhv]h by replacing [h] by f . The polynomial [ufv]f has the property
[ufv]f = w.
Definition 2.3 Take monic Lie polynomials f and g and a word w such that w = f¯u = vg¯, where
u, v ∈ 〈X〉 and |f¯ |+ |g¯| > |w|. The intersection composition of f and g relative to w is defined by
(f, g)w = [fu]f − [vg]g.
Definition 2.4 Take monic Lie polynomials f and g and a word w such that w = f¯ = ug¯v, where
u, v ∈ 〈X〉. The inclusion composition of f and g relative to w is defined by
(f, g)w = f − [ugv]g.
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The main properties of compositions are: (f, g)w ∈ Id(f, g) and (f, g)w ≺ w.
Definition 2.5 ([3]) Given a set S of monic Lie polynomials, the composition (f, g)w of f and g is called
trivial relative to S if (f, g)w =
∑
i αi[uisivi]si , where αi ∈ k, ui, vi ∈ 〈X〉, si ∈ S and uis¯ivi ≺ w.
Definition 2.6 Let S be a set of monic Lie polynomials. Then S is a Gro¨bner-Shirshov basis if every
composition of any two elements of S is trivial relative to S.
Remark 2.2 If f ∈ Liek(X), then f¯ is an associative Lyndon-Shirshov word and by property 1 of
associative Lyndon-Shirshov words, there is no composition (f, f)w for any w ∈ 〈X〉. Therefore, S = {f}
is a Gro¨bner-Shirshov basis for every f ∈ Liek(X).
A Lyndon-Shirshov word [w] is called S-reduced if w 6= us¯v for any s ∈ S and u, v ∈ 〈X〉. A set Y is
called well-ordered if any chain of elements w1 > . . . > wk > . . . of 〈Y 〉 is stabilized. An important result
is Shirshov’s Composition Lemma. We recall it as stated in [3]:
Composition Lemma Let X be a well-ordered set. If S is a Gro¨bner-Shirshov basis and f ∈ Id(S),
then f¯ = us¯v for some s ∈ S and u, v ∈ 〈X〉.
It has an important corollary:
Composition-Diamond Lemma Suppose that X is a well-ordered set. Then S is a Gro¨bner-
Shirshov basis if and only if the set of all Lyndon-Shirshov S-reduced words is a linear basis for Liek(X)/Id(S) =
Liek(X |S).
Let f and g be elements of Liek(X). In some applications the following question appears:
which conditions on f and g give rise to the equality
Id(f)
⋂
Id(g) = Id(f) · Id(g), (1)
where Id(h) denotes the ideal of Liek(X) generated by h?
As a corollary to Kukin’s Lemma we obtain the following sufficient condition for the equality (1) to
hold.
Proposition 2.1 If there is a linear order of X such that there are no compositions (f, g)w and (g, f)w
for any w ∈ 〈X〉, then Id(f)
⋂
Id(g) = Id(f) · Id(g).
Proof. If h ∈ Id(f)
⋂
Id(g), then
h =
∑
i
αi[aifbi] =
∑
j
βj [cjgdj ],
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where αi, βj ∈ k and [...] are some bracketings. The Composition-Diamond Lemma (see also Remark 2.2)
and the hypotheses of the proposition imply that the maximal associative word of the polynomial h is
h¯ = u1f¯u2g¯u3.
Let us consider
h− [u1fu2gu3]f,g,
where [u1fu2gu3]f,g is obtained from [u1f¯u2g¯u3]f¯ ,g¯ by replacing
¯[f ] and ¯[g] by f and g respectively.
Lemma 2.2 implies that
[u1fu2gu3]f,g = h¯.
Since
h− [u1fu2gu3]f,g ∈ Id(f)
⋂
Id(g)
and
h− [u1fu2gu3]f,g < h¯,
the claim of the proposition follows by induction.
3 Definition of the Functions ni(j) and s(i, j)
The idea of these functions belongs to V.Ya.Belyaev. We introduce them slightly modified.
Suppose that φ(i, j) is a recursive function. We define two functions
ni(j) : N× N→ N and s(i, j) : N× N→ N
as follow:
Let i > j and n2(1) be a natural number which is greater than or equal to max{2, φ(2, 1).}. Then we
define ni(j) as an arbitrary natural number such that ni(j) ≥ max{ni(j − 1) + 1, φ(i, j)} for j ≥ 2 and
ni(1) ≥ max{ni−1(i − 2) + 1, φ(i, 1)} for j = 1. For i ≤ j we set ni(j) = nj+1(i).
Let i < j. We define s(i, j) = s(j, i) = nj(i).
It is not difficult to notice that the functions satisfy the following properties:
ni(j) ≥ i for ∀j and s(i, j) ≥ φ(i, j).
4 Encoding of Addition and Multiplication
Now, let X = {x, y, z}, k be a field which is a finite extension of its simple subfield and let Liek(X) be
the free Lie algebra over k generated by X . If w = [..[[x1, x2], x3], . . . , xn] is a left-normed word, we will
write w =
[
x1x2 . . . xn
]
l. Denote by I the ideal of Liek(X) generated by the following relations:
[
xyiz
]
l +
[
xyjz
]
l −
[
xyφ(i,j)z
]
l, i > j; i, j = 1, 2, . . . (2)
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[[
xyiz
]
l,
[
xyjz
]
l
]
−
[
xyψ(i,j)z
]
l, i > j; i, j = 1, 2, . . . (3)
δt
[
xyiz
]
l −
[
xyjz
]
l, (i, j) ∈ D1, (4)[
xyiz
]
l −
[
xyjz
]
l, (i, j) ∈ D2, (5)
where φ, ψ are recursive functions, D1, D2 are recursively denumerable sets, δt (t = 1, 2, . . . , n) are
generators of the field k.
Let X1 = X
⋃
{u, α, β, γ} and Liek(X1) be the free Lie algebra over the field k generated by X1.
Denote by I1 the ideal of Liek(X1) generated by the relations:
[
xyiz
]
l −
[
xuni(j)ǫijz
]
l; i, j = 1, 2, . . . ; ǫij =
{
α, i+ j is even ,
β, i+ j is odd ,
(6)
[
xyφ(i,j)z
]
l −
[
xus(i,j)γz
]
l, i 6= j; i, j = 1, 2, . . . (7)
α+ β − γ, (8)
[[
xyiz
]
l,
[
xyjz
]
l
]
−
[
xyψ(i,j)z
]
l, i > j; i, j = 1, 2, . . . (9)
δt
[
xyiz
]
l −
[
xyjz
]
l, (i, j) ∈ D1, (10)[
xyiz
]
l −
[
xyjz
]
l, (i, j) ∈ D2, (11)
where φ, ψ are the recursive functions, D1, D2 are the recursively denumerable sets, δt (t = 1, 2, . . . , n)
are the generators of the field k and ni(j), s(i, j) are functions defined in 1.1 relative to φ.
Lemma 4.1 I ⊆ I1.
Proof. It suffices to show that the relation (2) belogns to I1. Let i < j, then in Liek(X1)/I1 we have
[
xyiz
]
l +
[
xyjz
]
l =
[
xuni(j−1)ǫi(j−1)z
]
l +
[
xunj(i)ǫijz
]
l.
Since ni(j − 1) = nj(i) we obtain that
[
xyiz
]
l +
[
xyjz
]
l =
[
xus(i,j)(ǫi(j−1) + ǫij)z
]
l =
[
xus(i,j)(α+ β)z
]
l =
[
xus(i,j)γz
]
l =
[
xyφ(i,j)z
]
l.
Thus, the relation
[
xyiz
]
l +
[
xyjz
]
l −
[
xyφ(i,j)z
]
l belogns to I1.
Let x > z > α > β > γ > u > y. Denote by R a set of relations the union of which and (2)-(5)
is closed with respect to the operation of composition, that is the union is a Grobner-Shirshov basis. It
follows from the definition of composition that R ⊆ I and the set R consists of Lie polynomials in
[
xyiz
]
l.
Lemma 4.2 The following set S forms a Grobner-Shirshov basis:
[
xuni(j)ǫijz
]
l −
[
xyiz
]
l; i, j = 1, 2, . . . ; ǫij =
{
α, i+ j is even ,
β, i+ j is odd ,
(12)
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[
xus(i,j)γz
]
l −
[
xyφ(i,j)z
]
l, i 6= j; i, j = 1, 2, . . . (13)
α+ β − γ, (14)[
xyiz
]
l +
[
xyjz
]
l −
[
xyφ(i,j)z
]
l, i > j; i, j = 1, 2, . . . (15)[[
xyiz
]
l,
[
xyjz
]
l
]
−
[
xyψ(i,j)z
]
l, i < j; i, j = 1, 2, . . . (16)
δt
[
xyiz
]
l −
[
xyjz
]
l, (i, j) ∈ D1, (17)[
xyiz
]
l −
[
xyjz
]
l, (i, j) ∈ D2, (18)
R (19)
where φ, ψ are the recursive functions, D1, D2 are the recursively denumerable sets, δt (t = 1, 2, . . . , n)
are the generators of the field k.
Proof. Note that all the words of the relations (12)-(19) are nonassociative Lyndon-Shirshov words.
Since ni(j) ≥ i for ∀j and s(i, j) ≥ φ(i, j), the leading words of the relations (12)-(14) contain α, β
or γ. Therefore, the relations (12)-(14) do not form compositions with the relations (15)-(19). Because
the relations (15)-(19) are closed under composition by the definition of R, we have only one composition
to verify that it is trivial, namely, the inclusion composition of (12) and (14).
Let f =
[
xuni(j)αz
]
l −
[
xyiz
]
l, where i+ j is even , and g = α+ β − γ. Then w = xu
ni(j)αz and
(f, g)w = f −
[
xuni(j)(α+ β − γ)z
]
l = −
[
xyiz
]
l −
[
xuni(j)βz
]
l +
[
xuni(j)γz
]
l.
If i ≤ j, then ni(j) = nj+1(i) and
(f, g)w = −(
[
xunj+1(i)βz
]
l−
[
xyj+1z
]
l)+(
[
xus(i,j+1)γz
]
l−
[
xyφ(i,j+1)z
]
l)−(
[
xyiz
]
l+
[
xyj+1z
]
l−
[
xyφ(i,j+1)z
]
l).
If i > j, then nj(i− 1) = ni(j) and
(f, g)w = −(
[
xunj(i−1)βz
]
l −
[
xyjz
]
l) + (
[
xus(i,j)γz
]
l −
[
xyφ(i,j)z
]
l)− (
[
xyiz
]
l +
[
xyjz
]
l −
[
xyφ(i,j)z
]
l).
Therefore, (f, g)w is trivial relative to S.
Proposition 4.1 Liek(X)/I is embedded into Liek(X1)/I1.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that Liek(X)
⋂
I1 = I. The inclusion I ⊆ Liek(X)
⋂
I1 follows from
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that f ∈ Liek(X)
⋂
I1. Composition Lemma for Lie algebras implies that in the free
associative algebra k〈X1〉 f = asb for some words a, b ∈ 〈X1〉 and s ∈ S (recall that I1 = Id(S)). But
f ∈ Liek(X), hence, f ∈ 〈X〉 and, in particular, s ∈ 〈X〉. Since the relations (12)-(14) contain α, β or γ
in their leading words, s is a relation of (15)-(19) and, therefore, s ∈ I. We have f− [asb]s ∈ Liek(X)
⋂
I1
and f − [asb]s < f . By performing the same calculations at some step we obtain that
f − [asb]s − [a1s1b1]s1 − ...− [akskbk]sk = 0,
where s, s1, ..., sk ∈ I and a, b, a1, b1, ..., ak, bk ∈ 〈X〉. Thus, f ∈ I.
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5 Proof of Embedding
Let Y = {a, b, c} with a > c > b and Liek(Y ) be the free Lie algebra generated by Y over a field k which
is a finite extention of its simple subfield. Note that the set of left-normed elements
T = {
[
abic
]
l | i = 1, 2, 3, . . .}
generates a free Lie subalgebra and constitutes a set of free generators. Indeed, the words
[
abic
]
l are
Lyndon-Shirshov words and by ordering T as
[
abic
]
l >
[
abjc
]
l if and only if i < j, we obtain that every
nonassocitive Lyndon-Shirshov word in the alphabet T is also a Lyndon-Shirshov word in the alphabet
Y . It implies that Lyndon-Shirshov words in the alphabet T are linearly independent in Liek(Y ), thus,
T is a set of free generators.
Let L be a finitely generated Lie algebra over the field k with a recursively denumerable set of defining
relations. Then L can be represented as L = {a1, a2, a3, . . .}, where each element of L is repeated at least
twice. There exists an embedding Φ : L −→ Liek(Y )/J such that Φ(ai) =
[
abic
]
l and the ideal J of
Liek(Y ) is generated by the following relations:
[
abic
]
l +
[
abjc
]
l −
[
abφ(i,j)c
]
l, i > j; i, j = 1, 2, . . . (20)
[[
abic
]
l,
[
abjc
]
l
]
−
[
abψ(i,j)c
]
l, i > j; i, j = 1, 2, . . . (21)
δt
[
abic
]
l −
[
abjc
]
l, (i, j) ∈ D1, (22)[
abic
]
l −
[
abjc
]
l, (i, j) ∈ D2, (23)
where φ, ψ are recursive functions, D1, D2 are recursively denumerable sets, δt (t = 1, 2, . . . , n) are
generators of the field k.
Indeed, the Lie algebra Liek(T )/J
′, where J ′ is an ideal of Liek(T ) generated by (20)-(23), is iso-
morphic to L. We have to show that Liek(T )
⋂
J = J ′. The inclusion J ′ ⊆ Liek(T )
⋂
J is obvious. Let
f ∈ Liek(T )
⋂
J . By Composition Lemma we have f = asb, where a, b ∈ 〈Y 〉 and s is a composition
obtained from the relations (20)-(23). Since s is a Lie polynomial in
[
abic
]
l (hence, s ∈ J
′) and f ∈ k〈T 〉
we can write
f = abi1c . . . abitc s abit+1c . . . abikc.
Therefore,
f − [
[
abi1c
]
l . . .
[
abitc
]
l s
[
abit+1c
]
l . . .
[
abikc
]
l]s ∈ Liek(T )
⋂
J and
f − [
[
abi1c
]
l . . .
[
abitc
]
l s
[
abit+1c
]
l . . .
[
abikc
]
l]s < f,
and the proof follows from the induction on the degree of f .
Now, Proposition 4.1 implies the following
Theorem 5.1 A recursively presented Lie algebra over a field which is a finite extention of its simple
subfield can be embedded into a recursively presented Lie algebra defined by relations which are equalities
of (nonassociative) words of generators and α+ β − γ, where α, β, γ are generators.
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